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Without water, survival is not possible. Water is one of the most precious

resources on the planet. More than 1 billion people do not have access to clean

drinking water and around 3 billion people experience water scarcity at least one

month per year.

 

Children often bear the burden of walking miles each day to find water in streams

and ponds. Water borne illnesses, lack of resources and valuable time lost

fetching it, robs entire communities of their futures.

 

Many of the rural areas depend on NGO's or NPO's for access to clean water.

 

Ashraful Aid Humanitarian Organisation responds to water crisis in different

parts of Africa as well as around the world.

 

 

 

 

WATER CRISIS
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There are many reasons that contribute to           

this growing water crisis in South Africa.

Climate change has affected water supplies

within the region. Rains that usually

supplement the country's water resources

has become scarce, leaving many areas

with major water crisis.

 

Ashraful Aid works in conjunction with the

mayors and municipal offices in each of the

areas they respond to, ensuring that the

effective and correct protocol is followed to

benefit the entire community. 

 

Ashraful Aid has distributed water to

residents, school children, clinics  etc.

Approximately 200 000 litres of water has

been distributed thus far.

 

We believe in long standing water projects.

Our main aim is to give consistent water

supply to areas in need. Through our many

water projects we have sucessfully put up

many wells in South Africa, Africa and

Yemen.

 

 

 
 

South Africa Water Project
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Some  areas  in  South  Africa  that

Ashraful  Aid  has  responded  to  with

clean  drinking  water:

 

Hankey  - Eastern  Cape

Cape  Town  - Western  Cape

Beaufort  West  -Western  Cape  

Makhanda  - Grahamstown

Elements  Drift  - Mpumalanga

Adelaide  - EasternCape

 

 

 

Areas in South Africa
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Mozambique is suffering from a large amount of poverty and a severe water

crisis with approximately half of its people below the poverty line and being

deprived of access to clean, safe water. A shocking 75% of its people do not

have access to adequate sanitation.

 

Due to the lack of accessible water sources, a large number of

Mozambique’s rural population rely on natural water sources (such as

ponds, rivers and hand dug wells). With Mozambique’s recent lack of rain

fall and prolonged periods of drought, many have not been able to rely on

these natural water sources. This has resulted in communities having to

travel greater distances to access water, putting available water sources

under greater pressure.
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Mozambique Water Project
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Alhamdulillah, Ashraful Aid provides clean

drinking water for  vulnerable people in rural

Mozambique.
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In addition to the impacts of the war, global warming and human

overpopulation have also contributed to the destruction of Yemen's

water supply. 

 

Water supply and sanitation in Yemen is characterized by many challenges.

 

 A key challenge is severe water scarcity, especially in the Highlands,

prompting The Times of London to write "Yemen could become the first

nation to run out of water".

 

 A second key challenge is a high level of poverty, making it difficult to

recover the costs of service provision. 

 

Access to water supply sanitation in Yemen is as low or even lower than that

in many sub-Saharan African countries. Yemen is both the poorest country

and the most water-scarce country in the Arab world. 

 

 

"As of June 2017, Yemen is facing the world's worst outbreak

of cholera, caused by lack of clean drinking water.
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Yemen Water Project
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Alhamdulillah, Ashraful Aid provides clean

drinking water for IDPs (internally displaced

persons)and vulnerable people of Yemen.
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NOt ONE WItHOUt WAtER!!!

T H O U S A N D S  H A V E  L I V E D  W I T H O U T
L O V E ,

DONATE TODAY :

 

ASHRAFUL AID PROJECTS

Bank: FNB

Lillah Acc: 628 176 787 77

Reference: Your Name - Project

Branch Code: 250 655

Contact: finance@ashrafulaid.org

 

Section 18 Certificate can be received by

donors...

ALONE WE ARE A DROP,
TOGETHER WE ARE AN

OCEAN....


